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Edge of Battle is a military science fiction thriller novel by Dale Brown and was published on April 25, 2006 as a sequel to Act of War. Tensions have never been greater along
America's border with Mexico. To aid his narcotics smuggling operation, criminal kingpin Ernesto Fuerza, under the name "Commander Veracruz", and the false banner of Mexican
nationalism is calling for an armed revolution to take back the southwestern United States. And the cold-blooded slaughter of a group of U.S. border guards Edge of Battle is his
eighteenth novel. He graduated from Penn State University with a degree in Western European history and received a U.S. Air Force commission in 1978. He was still serving in the
Air Force when he wrote his highly acclaimed first novel, Flight of the Old Dog. Since then he has written a string of New York Times bestsellers, including, most recently, Air Battle
Force, Plan of Attack, and Act of War. www.dalebrown.info.Â This book is a work of fiction. The characters, incidents, and dialogue are drawn from the authorâ€™s imagination and
are not to be construed as real. Any resemblance to actual events or persons, living or dead, is entirely coincidental. Edge of battle. Copyright Â© 2006 by Air Battle Force Inc. Read
English translated Chinese novel â€œBattle Frenzyâ€ Description: Amidst a disaster, an orphan contracts a sickness. In his waking hours, he is tormented by his ailment, but when
he slumbers, there is infinite darkness. One day, when he was five years old, a strange Fate Trickster appeared in his dreams. Ten years later, he dreams of becoming a lord. To do
so, he takes a chance to trade his fate! That day, Wang Zhong once again stood at the gates of the Tianjing Heroic Soul Academy. Edge of battle : a novel. by. Brown, Dale, 1956Â
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